Technical Services
Front of House Equipment Maintenance and Problem Solving

Cleaning the dispense head
1)Remove dispenser nozzle and clean separately.
2)Submerge gun in clean, hand hot water and clean with
brush provided, paying particular attention to around the
buttons. If buttons still sticking push in and out whilst
submerged in the water.
3)Remove drip tray. Wash in clean, hot
water
and
replace.

Correct nozzle
assembly
1) After cleaning is
take the nozzle and place
the valve housing.
2) Push the nozzle on and twist to remain in place.

completed,
back onto

Instant Problem Solving

No Syrup
1)
2)
3)
4)

Check contents of bag in box.
Check contents of CO2 bottle.
Check all boxes are connected correctly.
Check change over valve (if fitted) has
activated.

3) Check cooler is switch on, pumps are
running and ensure cooler has an
icebank.
4) If poured drink froths up in glass then
goes flat, it is reacting to the cleaning
agent. Change cleaning agent.

Flat Warm or Still Product

5) If no drinks have been poured that day,

1) Check contents of CO2 bottle, change if
empty.
2) After changing CO2 bottle draw through
at least eight pints of soda water from
each tap or until normal flow is achieved.

Syrup only no carb water

then pour carbonated water through the
system until it runs cold.
6) Never pour cold drinks into a warm glass

1) Check stopcock is turned on fully and
that carbonator is plugged in and
switched on.
2) Check mains supply.
3) Check carbonator is switched on. To
reset carbonator cycle, switch off at
mains for 5 seconds and switch back on.

4) Check CO2 bottle is connected and full.

Essential Daily Cleaning

•– Barvalve

rinse drip tray

•–

Twist and pull
nozzle to remove
–Rinse under
running hand hot
water
–Re-assemble
nozzle
–Wipe around tap,

BIB Connector
Every time you change a Bag in Box rinse the
connector in clean warm water to remove syrup
residue.

sential Daily Checks
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